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OBITUARY: RODERICK MAYHEW 1972-1999 
 
by Eileen Mayhew 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 
The brilliant Sydney trumpeter Rod Mayhew: he decided at the age of 
14 to become a professional musician... 
 

he tragic death occurred in Vancouver Canada on September 26, 1999, of 
Sydney based jazz trumpeter Rod Mayhew aged 27 years. He was born on June 
19, 1972 at Harden, NSW. 

 
Rod grew up among his large extended rural family in the Glen Innes district of 
Northern NSW. Because he was such a bright, energetic child his ambitious, non-
musical family expected he would settle on a conservative career. It was both a 
challenging and challenged decision when Rod decided at the age of 14 to become a 
professional musician. 
 
Their ambitions for Rod were defeated by his talent, determination and what seems 
in retrospect to have been a marvellous musical culture in the mid-1980s and early 
90s. Rod was inspired by the gentle charisma of Don Burrows and the engaging 
energy of the young James Morrison who did so much to popularise jazz, and of 
course Wynton Marsalis, whose 1988 Sydney concert Rod attended.  
 
The NSW Department of Education fostered music too by its camps for talented 
music students and the wonderful month long state-wide Bicentennial Music tour in 
which Rod was a band member. Glen Innes High School, where Rod was a student, 
had a very supportive music environment and wonderful teachers. 
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When he began the Jazz Studies course at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music in 
1989 aged 16 it’s head was Don Burrows, whom Rod respected and admired so much. 
Mike Nock was his piano teacher there. The Con students of those years were 
extraordinary- John Foreman, Adam Ponting, Phil Slater, Andy Ford, Jann 
Rutherford, Debbie Kennedy, the Parrott sisters Lisa and Nicki ,Peter Zografakis, 
Andrew Robertson, Jim Glasson, Cathy Harley, Toby Hall, the Undys (Fiona and 
Cameron) – and others whom Rod was to know well. Another constant in his life was 
Soup Plus in George Street. 
 

 
 
The Con students of those years were extraordinary, including Phil Slater (above), 
and the Parrott sisters (below, Nicki on left, and Lisa on right)… 
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Upon graduating in 1990 Rod won the inaugural James Morrison Yamaha 
scholarship, a round the world trip to promote the film Dingo starring Miles Davis, 
and also a tuition scholarship to the Berklee College of Music in Boston, USA. In the 
next eight years of his life Rod lived a very satisfying professional life of travel and 
performing with artists such as Michel Legrand, Eddie Henderson, Dale Barlow, 
Eartha Kitt, Eric Reed, Wynton Marsalis, Nigel Kennedy, Barbara Morrison and Don 
Burrows. He also recorded CDs with John Foreman and Graeme Norris. 
 

 
 
Miles Davis (left) pictured in the film Dingo: Rod won the inaugural James 
Morrison Yamaha scholarship, and a round the world trip to promote the film…  
 
At the time of his death Rod was playing in the band of the P&O Crown Princess on 
its way to the Carribean after a month in the Alaskan passage. Rod is buried in the 
beautiful headland cemetery at Nambucca Heads near his Welsh grandparents who 
died recently in their nineties. 
 
Rod’s friends, colleagues and family celebrated Rod’s life at the Harbourside 
Brasserie Sydney on Tuesday November 9, 1999. 
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